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onekey ghost is a powerful tool for system
backup and restore. it supports all partitions and
file systems, including the ntfs, fat, exfat and
ext3, ext4, refs. it can backup all partitions and
even all files in the computer, the system
registry and the sql database. the application is
very fast, easy to use and has many other
features such as the ability to search, restore
and verify the backup. i just want to add one
more way to create a ghost win7 image, its
helpful when you want to boot on to windows 7
and solve problems that just come across. the
software is now made available to all users for
free. to maximize your experience when
watching movies or playing games, you can
switch to movie mode or game mode with
onekey theater. when in movie mode, the
computer is better at playing games and lets you
enjoy the games more than normal mode. the
other operation mode of ghost is that it could be
used to clone your data into a new drive. after
the operating system is installed, the user is
prompted to provide the drive to be used as the
destination drive. when you choose the correct
destination, you can clone your data into the
drive. you can find the windows drive ghost as
follows: right-click on the drive and choose ghost.
if you have two or more hard drives, you must
choose the correct windows ghost drive to avoid
data loss when ghost is mistaken. all features of
ghost for windows are included in the onekey
ghost 64bit. most of all, onekey ghost 64bit is
not only to backup your windows, but also can be
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used to create a ghost image. therefore, it can
be used in the following cases:
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